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Author of the highly successful The Most Beautiful Villages of Tuscany, James Bentley, with
photographer Alex Ramsay, has now turned his attention to the equally beautiful towns of
Tuscany. Traveling from north to south, as in the Villages volume, we encounter first the towns
with substantial Etruscan and Romanesque features, then the walled towns of central Tuscany,
followed by the coastal and thermal communities of the south. The country towns described and
photographed in this book have been selected not only to exemplify the remarkable variety of
this part of Italy but also because they embody its exceptional artistic and architectural heritage.
There are works by Luca della Robbia and Donatello in Impruneta; Piero della Francesca was
born in Sansepolcro. The architects of the Renaissance have left many masterpieces as well,
often under the patronage of powerful local families: Michelozzo built the Villa Medici near
Fiesole, while Giuliano da Sangallo designed the Medici fortress at Sansepolcro. Other aspects
of the cultural heritage of these towns are more ancient: Volterra has the remains of Etruscan
walls, and the Romans used the thermal springs at Chianciano Terme. A noted characteristic of
Tuscan towns is their gastronomy. The wines of Chianti are well-paired with the beef of the
Chiana Valley, while bread is justly celebrated in the area around Montecatini. Other markets
feature nongastronomic delights: alabaster in Volterra, flowers in Pescia, books in Pontremoli.
Twenty of the most beautiful towns of this opulent land are treated in this visual and textual feast
by Alex Ramsay and James Bentley, which is completed by a guide to the principal sites, events,
hotels, and restaurants of each town. 273 color illustrations.

About the AuthorJames Bentley is the author of the volumes on Tuscany, the Dordogne,
Burgundy, England, and Brittany in The Most Beautiful Villages series. Alex Ramsay is a regular
contributor to The World of Interiors, House & Garden, Country Living, Islands, and other
publications.
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Roberta, “Good. Coffee table book, photographs are nice but there are no people in them.
Surely in these little towns there are people and some movement! Although the pictures are
beautiful it just wasn't what I expected.”

Janell Bly, “GREAT BOOK! Last year I checked this book out .... GREAT BOOK! Last year I
checked this book out of the library and really thought it to be fantastic. I would like to visit Italy
but would like to visit small towns in the county. I live a quite life on secluded acreage 12 miles
from a small town. I prefer to visit areas mentioned in this book. The photographs are awe
inspiring with details of church paintings, town plaza, fields of different varieties, olive trees ,
vineyards. castles and wonders of  things from a different time.”

Ann Park, “Spirit lifters. Life is beautiful, after all.”

GSP mom, “Stunningly gorgeous photos on good quality paper. Stunningly gorgeous photos on
good quality paper. Shows not just the well-known towns, but also the more obscure ones.
Have visited Tuscany every year for over a decade, and take this book out often to reminisce.
Have also given it as a much-appreciated gift.  Would buy again.”

chainstrainer, “Carry Tuscany to your home. Bentley's photo journals of Tuscany, including this
work and his companion piece "The Most Beautiful Villages of Tuscany", are wonderful
keepsakes for those who have had the good fortune to spend time in that beautiful place. The
books may be less appreciated by others who have yet to travel there, but not any less for its
stunning photography.”

Perspectech, “excellent reference and travelog book, nice pictures of tuscany, good trip souvenir.
large format. recommend.. excellent reference and travelog book, nice pictures of tuscany, good
trip souvenir. large format. recommend.”

Linda Belliveau, “x. x”

CitroeneR, “Good resource for admiring Mediterranean homes. Chalk full of great pictures of
Mediterranean style homes and details. Pictures are crisp and clear and the print quality is
superior.”

Ebook Library Reader, “gorgeous. every Italy, Tuscany lover needs it, absoluetly gorgeous book,
every page, every photography feels like you are in Tuscany”

Preben Elmgren, “flotte fotos. skønne fotos”



Puccinidiva, “Beautiful photos. Beautiful photos”

The book by James Bentley has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 41 people have provided feedback.
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